
BAGBY BEER COMPANY 
Job Description 
Security Lead 

Overview 

Bagby Beer Company’s SECURITY LEAD is critical to maintaining a safe, welcoming, and neighborhood-
friendly atmosphere in and around the Bagby Beer Company. Acting as a key point of contact for all safety 
and security concerns on and around the Bagby facility, the Security Lead’s areas of responsibility include both 
parking lots, the alley west of the brewery, and the roads immediately surrounding the property, as well as the 
interior sections of the business. The Security Lead has at least 3 years of experience working in a security-
focused role, is a clear and effective communicator, both verbally and in writing, is detail focused, and is able 
to maintain professionalism in all areas and at all times.  A great team player, the Security Lead is comfortable
responding with urgency when necessary, is eager to receive direction from others and is prepared to 
document and report clearly any challenges or issues encountered during a shift. Physically able to walk the 
areas of responsibility, the Security Lead is most interested in creating and maintaining an ideal, comfortable, 
and lawful environment for Bagby Beer Company guests, employees, and neighbors.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES 
Patrol  

! Maintain an active and visible presence in all areas immediately surrounding the Bagby Beer 
Company Property 

! Be open and available for questions and feedback from guests, neighbors, or nearby business owners; 
receive their comments calmly and ensure the information will reach the managers and owners directly 

! Asses the cleanliness of the areas around the property; seek assistance with clean up as necessary or 
proactively clean whenever possible 

! Monitor any suspicious or potentially illegal behavior; investigate without intervening and contact the 
authorities if necessary  

! Communicate immediately and with urgency with the managers, the owners, and the authorities if any 
incident outside of the normal course of operations occurs on or near the Bagby Beer Company 
property 

! Utilize the Bagby Beer Company electric cart to patrol the areas surrounding the facility and offer 
assistance as needed 

Record Keeping and Documentation 
! Take note of any behavior that is not in-keeping with Bagby Beer’s standards 
! Recognize the importance for clear and detailed documentation and ensure records are completed 

with care for each incident and each shift  
! Be prepared to note details, take photographs and/or video, or utilize other tools to document or 

illustrate an issue or situation 
! Complete the Security and Guest Interaction Log nightly, exercising careful attention to detail

and recording names, dates and times, physical descriptions, incident details, proposed or actual 
resolution, and making note of any follow up necessary. 

Guest Interaction  
! Interact warmly with guests as they are arriving or departing to ensure they feel welcomed and 

appreciated for their visit 
! Monitor guest behavior as they are departing to ensure the noise levels are kept low to avoid 

disturbing neighbors; engage those who are not behaving appropriately and ask them to do so 
! Monitor guest behavior as they are departing to ensure there is no littering or other destructive 

behavior; engage those who are not behaving appropriately and ask them to do so 
! If any person appears intoxicated, offer to provide assistance (cab, uber, etc) 
! Ensure those parking in Bagby parking lots are doing so as guests of the company; communicate to 

any non-guests that parking is only permitted for customers 



BAGBY BEER COMPANY 
Job Description 

Close Down and Overnight Security 
! Shift focus to the main property once the number of cars in the main Bagby parking lot is reduced 

significantly 
! Assist floor managers on duty with a ‘sweep’ of the property; this may include asking guests with 

alcoholic beverages to relocate to an indoor space, clearing glassware or dishes, checking the 
brewery, walk-ins and outdoor restrooms are free of employees and guests, ensure the trash enclosure, 
south building, and garden gates are shut and locked 

! Observe service areas for cleanliness, damage, or potential issues 
! Once all guests have exited for the evening, secure all exterior doors and gates 
! Ensure all employees have safely exited and arrived to their cars safely; provide escort as requested 
! Record nightly Security and Guest Interaction Log 
! Ensure the Bagby electric cart is stored properly, is protected, and is charging 
! Return Security Phone and other tools to the office 
! Ensure all storefront doors and the main bar walk-in are locked 
! Ensure all gates are closed and locked 

CONDUCT, COORDINATION AND STRATEGY 
! Perform in a positive, professional, respectful, and upstanding manner, in keeping with the vision and 

values of the Bagby Beer Company, and according to the Bagby Beer Company Employee Manual 
! Assist with the execution of special events, including tastings, festivals, and private parties 
! Assist with the development and enforcement of standard operating procedures, safety regulations, 

emergency procedures, and best management practices for the Bagby Beer Company 
! Identify ways to minimize or eliminate areas of confusion or inefficiency in daily operations 
! Realizing the potential scope and growth in this position, the Security Lead may be asked to perform 

other tasks, duties, or projects not mentioned in this description 

AT A GLANCE: 
Job Title Security Lead 

Directly Reports To Jeff and Dande Bagby 
Approximate Hours/Week 12 - 32 

Approximate Shifts/Week (4 – 8 hours per shift) 3 - 4 
Hourly Salary Range $12 - $18/hour 

Physical Requirements " Lift 50 pounds 
" Ability to walk up to 75% of shift 
" Ability to operate electric cart 
" Ability to perform in inclement weather 

Other Requirements " Computer Skills 
" Strong Verbal Communication Skills 
" Friendly and Warm, yet Firm demeanor 

Uniform " Bagby Beer Company staff tee or logo 
button up (company provided) 

" Black pants and nonslip shoes 
" Warm jacket or sweatshirt (company 

provided) 
" Waterproof gear (company provided) 

Tools " Notepad & pen 
" iPhone (company provided) 
" Flashlight (company provided) 
" Electric Cart (company provided) 




